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In his column starting on page 14, market 
watcher Philip Shaw tells us to keep our eyes 
peeled for black swans in 2016. It’s excellent 

advice, not only because, as Philip points out, a 
black swan is essential for restoring vigour to soy-
bean commodity markets, but also because a black 
swan event is increasingly likely.

Rarely have I begun a year feeling less confident 
of how it will end, and I know that I am not alone 
in this. We go into 2016 feeling we’re in tipping 
point territory, where an El Niño-driven weather 
aberration or a politically driven economic or 
logistical collapse could make global prices soar, or 
else good weather and sane politics could create 
their own black swan, pushing prices down. 

I recommend you pause over Philip’s article. 
Make of note of his numbers, and use them 
through the year to help you remember where we 
have come from.

There has been a role reversal in agriculture. 
Through almost all of my career, we accepted that 
markets could be energized as much or more by 
emotion than by fundamentals, but we also agreed 
that it was often the farmers who were being emo-
tional, for instance, by holding on to crops despite 
market signals. 

Now, it is the farmers who are shrewd and the 
mob of traders and investors who create critical 
masses of greed and panic.

The great certainty, I fear, is that even more than 
most years, 2016 will be a year with winners and 
losers. Clearly it will be a year that rewards efficient 
production, which means Canada as a whole 
should emerge better than our competitors. But 
that phrase “as a whole” may prove troubling.

Tom Button, CG Editor
tom.button@fbcpublishing.com
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When comparing current com-
modity prices against every-
thing they have to pay for, 

including land values and rents, plus seed, 
fuel, chemicals and fertilizer, it’s no sur-
prise that farmers want to maximize their 
soil’s performance. It’s enough to make 
double-cropping, especially after cereals, 
seem like an obvious choice — if only it 
wasn’t so risky.

Maybe in the extreme southwest of 
Ontario, the thinking goes, or perhaps in 
the U.S., but for the rest of us, it just isn’t 
realistic. To actually harvest enough beans 
to make it worthwhile, too many factors 
would have to line up too perfectly.

Well, maybe that’s changing. Today, 
double-cropping may actually be a little 
more forgiving thanks to new develop-
ments in plant breeding, including the 
release of early-maturing soybean variet-
ies that are suited to Western Can ada’s 
shorter growing season.

In other words, it may be possible to 
plant a western variety in the East in late 
June and still get a good stand.

At the very least, there are more farm-
ers who are taking the double-crop 
plunge, and some have been doing it for 
quite a number of years. 

Country Guide checked with two 
such farmers — Ian Matheson from 
Embro, Ont., and Mike Donnelly-
Vander loo from Thorndale. Each has 
his own preferences and rotations, but 
both have been double-cropping for 
years.

Ian Matheson — eMbro
The Matheson name has become syn-

onymous with double-cropping. His 
father Robert began working with it 
roughly 15 years ago, and since joining 
the farm following graduation from 
University of Guelph 11 years ago, Ian 
has continued the practice with brother 
Scott. The farm’s rotation follows a 
three- or four-year continuous corn 
schedule, followed by soybeans and then 
wheat or winter barley. It’s after winter 
barley that the Mathesons double crop 
their soybeans.

“It seems to have become a staple in 
our program any time following winter 
barley,” says Matheson, adding that the 
idea came from Eric Richter, sales agron-
omist with Syngenta. “In fact, I can’t 
remember harvesting winter barley with-
out planting double-crop soybeans after-
wards, and we’ve been constantly 
tweak ing the program ever since, trying 
to increase our success rate.”

Again, this is considered more a prac-
tice for parts to the south and west. In the 
1970s, growers in Kent and Essex could 
get a double crop in after peas or another 
processing vegetable crop, but everything 
had to be right, particularly the planting 
date and available moisture. That only 
happened once every five or seven years, 
if that. Yet Matheson now has no doubts 
about getting reasonable double-crop 
yields on a regular basis, thanks in large 
part to short-season varieties such as 
Syngenta’s S007-Y4s. Bred for the 00 and 
000 regions in West ern Canada, they 
could be a boon to double-crop opportu-
nities in the East.

“Even in past years, where the experts 
have said it’s not likely to grow a harvest-
able crop, we’ve managed to get an 80 to 
90 per cent success rate,” Matheson says. 
“It definitely works best in long, open 
seasons, but it’s not impossible in ‘back-
ward’ seasons, either.”

Planting in late June or even early July, 
could be a limiting factor. If it’s going to 
be dry in midsummer, mid-July to early 
August will be the more likely window 
when precipitation is at a premium. To 
mitigate that, the Mathe sons have tried 
applying liquid manure prior to plant-
ing in those dry years. But part of the 
challenge there is having to wait for the 
ground to dry before planting.

“It’s most important to plant into 
moisture, even if it’s deeper than would be 
considered acceptable in a full-season situ-
ation,” says Matheson. “With April-, May- 
or early-June-planted soybeans, there’s 
time to allow for the seeds to wait for a 
rain. But not in this instance: the ground is 
so warm, you can plant deep, find mois-
ture and still get off to a good start.”

Today, the double-crop odds 

are even more in the growers’ 

favour, thanks in part to 

short-season varieties bred 

for Western Canada

by ralph Pearce 

CG Production editor

Double-cropping 
on a comeback

soyGuIDe



Not all farms are alike
It can’t be stressed enough that each 

farm is different, as is each farmer’s prac-
tices. This system and this rotation, on 
this land and with this climate all work 
together for the Mathesons. Their rota-
tion means the double-crop soybeans 
precede the return to three or four years 
of corn. And it’s that first year’s corn that 
historically has been their best, even bet-
ter than after straight barley. In the fall of 
2015, they also tried aerial seeding of bar-
ley back into their double-crop soybeans 
just prior to leaf-drop. Late in the year, it 
didn’t appear to be a good catch of barley, 
but the family’s willing to leave it to the 
spring just to see if it’s possible to harvest 
four crops in two years. 

Matheson says the primary driver was 
initially to keep the soil active and grow-
ing, instead of allowing it to sit idle for 

so much of the growing season. But then 
he began to wonder if there’s enough 
time to grow out a harvestable soybean 
crop, as well.

“I look at what can be spent on some 
of the current cover crop mixes out 
there, and we’re not spending all that 
much more for soybean seed, with what 
has the potential for a profitable harvest, 
as well as still having all the benefits of a 
cover crop,” explains Matheson. “We 
grew an oat-radish cover crop after 
wheat in 2015, and after seeing these 
short-day beans this year, we’re strongly 
considering trying a few acres of DC 
beans following wheat in 2016, if our 
wheat is harvested in July.”

In that sense, these soybean crops are 
much more than a cover crop. Matheson 
notes the double crop has its own set of 
management demands, but the soybeans 

are always planted with the full intention 
of harvesting them. That means planting 
and planning for success. He’s had other 
farmers tell him to cut back seeding rates 
to reduce the risk, but he’s found the 
population has to be kept fairly high for 
the best results, including maintaining 
inputs, not reducing them.

“With some of  the things we’ve 
learned in the past few years, I’m positive 
that we can increase our chances even 
more for a profitable crop,” says Mathe-
son. “We used to be happy if we had 
more than 25-bushel yields, but I think 
with the things we’ve learned, we can 
likely count on close to another 10 bush-
els on top of that in a comparable year.”

mike DoNNelly-VaNDerloo
Double-cropping is naturally easier if 

the preceding crop comes off early, and 
for Mike Donnelly-Vanderloo, who 
farms east of  London, Ont., near 
Thorndale, that base comes from their 
crops of processing peas.

In fact, on their farm, they have 
looked at a number of double-cropping 
options after the peas.

“Certainly we’ve tried soybeans, we’ve 
tried Roundup Ready soybeans, we’ve 
tried nattos, we’ve tried white beans, 
cranberries and black beans, and each one 
of them has its own pros and cons,” 
Donnelly-Vanderloo says. Now with the 
popularity of 00- and 000-zone soybeans, 
the options are increasing. “I can’t think 
of any other crop that’s pushing that 
northern frontier more than soybeans.”

Donnelly-Vanderloo also acknowl-
edges that soybeans are probably easier to 
grow than white beans or cranberry 
beans, which face tight quality parameters 
and need a contract or a dedicated buyer. 

“You have the quality issue, and that 
can weigh quite heavily on the decision,” 
Donnelly-Vanderloo adds. “It’s back to 
that risk versus reward, and often higher 
risks but also higher rewards. We have a 
little more leeway than most because 
we’re coming after processing peas, and 
that’s where we started about 20 years ago 
when we had vegetable contracts. We 
tended to go with the early peas because 
those helped us with a cash crop rotation 
of corn, wheat and soybeans, and we’re 
pretty heavy with edible beans like cran-
berries, kidneys and blacks and whites. So, 
peas were a nice fit because you could get 
them in early.”
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soybeans are often the choice for double-cropping but edible beans can also work 
depending on the farm and its management.
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How early?
One year, Donnelly-Vanderloo had to 

come back from vacation in early March 
because the ground was fit to plant his 
peas. The challenge with early peas, how-
ever, is that they’re a short-season, 
60-day crop and if the rainfall doesn’t 
come, they can be still profitable, but it’s 
more of a challenge.

Two decades ago, double-cropping 
might have been more of an economic 
goal for Donnelly-Vanderloo to make 
money off the land while he could. Now, 
it’s come back full circle where the soil 
health issue becomes an important facet, 
along with the economic factor. 

“Often, the peas can come off in late 
June, so now it’s not just the economics, 
it’s also keeping something growing, plus 
it’s the challenge of getting two crops in 
one year,” says Donnelly-Vanderloo. “The 
ultimate trifecta is if you can get the two 
crops and get a crop of winter wheat in. 
And we’ve done that a couple of years.”

That didn’t happen late in 2015, 
which was a bit of a disappointment 
given the length and warmth of the fall, 
but the peas came off a little later than 
expected, there was compaction requir-
ing some field tillage, and then a rain 
event delayed planting.

Facing the decision to go with edible 
beans or soybeans or peas, it all comes 
down to the calendar and the available 
moisture, and the latter of the two is the 
more important factor with edible beans. 
Unlike soybeans, edibles can’t wait for 
moisture to come. They need to germi-
nate fast. Available moisture is likely the 
factor that creates the most anxiety when 
it comes to double-cropping, particularly 
where germination is concerned. 

Donnelly-Vanderloo was leaning 
towards white beans in 2015 but at the 
last minute, he decided to try soybeans. 
He began researching soybean varieties, 
first in Ontario but then started looking 
at available varieties suited to Manitoba. 
He found S007-Y4, which he calls “the 
James Bond variety” and it had done 
very well in 2014 in the West. So he con-
tacted Eric Richter and asked about seed 
availability. As it turns out, the variety 
did well in Manitoba, so Richter asked 
Donnelly-Vanderloo if he’d be interested 
in growing the double crop for seed, 
including a premium.

“The germination was excellent, and 
everything was perfect for an extremely 

uniform seed set,” says Donnelly-Vander-
loo with a smile. “So they’re going back 
to Manitoba for seed.”

He’s never had a double crop go for 
seed, but everything played out perfectly. 
If the soil was perfect and there had been 
no compaction from the pea combines 
(and that’s getting better now that four 
of the six machines he uses for harvest 
are tracked), they probably would have 
gone with cranberry beans. 

Cranberry beans are the highest risk, 
but also carry the highest reward. Edible 
beans don’t have a large yield drag with 
later planting, unlike corn. If all systems 
are good and there’s sufficient moisture, 
significant yields are possible. Overall, 
Donnelly-Vanderloo states he can get a 
profitable double crop four out of five 
years.  

“And only because we have peas, but 
if you’re talking to growers who are try-
ing to do it after winter barley or — even 
more challenging — winter wheat, that’ll 
change the probability,” he says. “It’s a 
little easier for us, which isn’t to say that 
it’s going to work. We’ve been burnt too, 
and we don’t have it all figured out by 
any stretch of the imagination. And 
that’s just because we’re fortunate and 
we have some pea contracts. But there 
are some years where if it’s not going to 
click, we’ll just go with a cover crop and 
keep something growing in the soil.”

As with Matheson, Donnelly-Vander-
loo’s double crop is more than just an 
elaborate cover crop: there is a goal of 
getting something marketable from that 
second planting. Plus it’s not as though 
he doesn’t plant cover crops. Every wheat 
acre he plants also gets underseeded with 

clover. Where that may change going for-
ward is that he might start looking at 
cover crop blends. He’s also going to 
work towards reducing his plowing and 
tilling, although peas, he notes, are a dif-
ferent type of crop, with different chal-
lenges below the soil.

Donnelly-Vander loo says he actually 
increases his fertility to continue driving 
yields. He’s also fielded some questions 
about seed costs, with suggestions that 
he drop his populations. But he keeps 
those higher to compensate for the later-
season planting. He also acknowledges 
some concerns about pushing a winter 
wheat crop out of the rotation, in the 
hopes of driving higher yields from the 
double crop. 

“If you go after the double crop and 
forgo that crop of winter wheat, you have 
to be careful,” says Donnelly-Vander loo, 
adding that he’s had a few questions 
about how to increase his organic matter 
with such active soils. “And all I can say is 
that I didn’t get the winter wheat in (in 
2015), but I did get bin-run wheat seed 
and put about 120 pounds or two bushels 
per acre. I put it on with a spinner-
spreader and went out with a chisel plow, 
and in mid-December, you could see a lit-
tle bit of green. So I’ll let that grow and 
I’m hoping that come spring, we’ll have 
maybe six inches, maybe 10 inches that I 
can burn off and seed into.”

Otherwise there’s a lost opportunity 
to plant that winter wheat crop with the 
potential for clover the following sum-
mer. But since Donnelly-Vanderloo is 
also a sweet corn grower, he has a little 
more flexibility to leave that broadcast 
wheat in a little longer if he wants.  SG

Continued from page 5
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Varieties bred more for western Canada are opening the door to double-crop soybeans.
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Many years ago, Ross Daily, the 
televison host of “This Busi
ness of Farming” spoke at a 

countylevel federation of agriculture 
meeting, and in the course of his speech 
congratulated growers on their sixyear 
rotations. The audience was frankly 
bewildered until Daily offered an expla
nation to clear the confusion.

“You know what I’m talking about: 
soybeanssoybeanssoybeanssoybeans
soybeans, and then in the sixth year, you 
plant winter wheat,” said Daily, counting 
off the years on the fingers of his hand. 
“But during the winter, the wheat dies off, 
and you ask yourself, ‘What can I grow 
now? Oh yeah! — Soybeans!”  

Following his presentation, the federa
tion president thanked Daily for his sar
casmlaced lesson about continuous 
soybeans. When Daily suggested he had 
maybe exaggerated a little, the federation 
president replied bluntly, “Not as much as 
you’d like to think!”

It’s a reflection of what is now a 
bygone practice, particularly where con
venience has been replaced with knowl
edge and new research into agronomic 
stewardship. But again, perhaps not as 
much as we’d like to think.

In 2013 and 2014, fall planting condi
tions for winter wheat in Ontario were 
poor enough to propel farmers into a sec
ond or perhaps even third year of soy
beans, even though most growers today 
are fully aware of the dangers of two or 
three years of soybeans.

Message bears repeating
Continuous soybeans are not a good 

idea, especially in the era of glyphosate
resistant weeds (even if that risk seems 
potentially offset by the coming availabil
ity of the new dicambaresistant Xtend 
technology). 

“Everybody knows that it’s a bad deci
sion to grow continuous soybeans for the 
obvious reasons,” says Horst Bohner, pro

vincial soybeans specialist with the 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food 
and Rural Affairs. “It’s hard on the soil, 
hard on the soil structure, on organic 
matter, it removes a lot of nutrients and 
there’s a whole package of diseases and 
insects that build with continuous soy
bean production. Everyone knows they’re 
playing with fire, but it’s the issue of what 
might be the lesser of two evils.”

Bohner likens it to speeding on a 
major highway. Driving at 30 km/h over 
the posted speed limit might be some
thing you have to do short term, to pass, 
for instance. But the longer you do it, the 

Continuous soys are tough on 

the soil, tough on yields and 

tough on the pocketbook. So 

why do we still plant them?

by ralph pearce,  

Cg production editor

soyguide

Continued on page 10

Continuous cropping is an option growers take 
because of economics and weather more than as 
a regular practice, says oMaFra’s Horst bohner.

“Everybody knows that it’s 
a bad decision to grow 

continuous soybeans for 
the obvious reasons.” 

— Horst Bohner, OMAFRA

Last call for  
continuous soys
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greater the chance that something cata-
strophic will occur. The same is true with 
soybeans: the more consecutive years of 
soybeans, the higher the frequency and 
potential for several different manage-
ment challenges, particularly pest or dis-
ease issues such as soybean cyst nematode 
or white mould.

Yet continuous cropping is not a prac-
tice that Bohner believes growers do light-
heartedly. Instead, it’s an option in a wet 
or hard-to-plant fall, or as a hedge against 
lower corn prices.

So while Bohner believes the prospect 

of using dicamba blended with glypho-
sate will put many growers into a better 
position to manage weed-resistance issues 
through the reintroduction of Group 2 
chemistries, it won’t be enough to con-
vince them to get back into continuous 
soybeans. 

Besides, there’s also another shift he’s 
witnessing.

“I actually see a trend back to some 
conventional varieties by those growers 
who have resistance problems because they 
say that they need to use different chemis-
tries anyway,” Bohner says. “And the cost of 
glyphosate-resistant seed is relatively high, 
so they’re saying, ‘Why not just save my 

input dollar on the seed if I have to spend 
it on the herbicide anyway?’”

Regardless of issues such as fertilizing 
soybeans or discussing the dangers (or 
virtues) of continuous soybeans, Bohner 
says soybean production really comes 
down to economics. How low are corn 
prices, and what’s the cost of nitrogen-
based fertilizer? The main shift in soybean 
acres and its impact on continuous soy-
bean management have largely come as a 
result of pricing and weather.

Site-Specific iSSueS
Also important is the local weed spec-

trum. For Chad Anderson, an innovation 
such as Roundup Ready Xtend technol-
ogy has nothing to do with justifying con-
tinuous soybeans, it’s about having a 
solution to glyphosate-resistant Canada 
fleabane, which is particularly bad in his 
home county of Lambton. Anderson also 
refers to Lambton as the recordholder for 
the most verified cases of Group 2-resis-
tant weed species in Ontario, which he 
believes creates a better understanding in 
the region for the dangers of relying too 
heavily on any technology. 

“Growers who adopted tank-mix 
options in 2015 were quite satisfied with 
the results, so I think there is some confi-
dence that management can help deal 
with resistance issues outside of new 
technologies,” says Anderson, an inde-
pendent certified crop adviser (CCA) 
from Brigden. “But this comes at addi-
tional input costs which are worrying, 
given the current grain-pricing complex. 
It’ll come down to costs and perfor-
mance: if  the new technologies can 
deliver comparable or improved yields at 
costs equal to conventional options, pro-
ducers tend to lean to convenience as 
long as yield doesn’t suffer and profit 
margins are comparable.”

The continuous soybean option has 
also been appealing in Lambton because 
its heavier clays are tough on corn, so it’s 
tempting to alternate soybeans with 
wheat. There is also little flexibility for 
growing spring cereals, and there isn’t suf-
ficient livestock density in Lambton to 
make money growing alfalfa or forages. 
That said, Anderson notes that weed 
management options are much more 
flexible in corn than in soybeans, with a 
variety of different groups available to 
add as tank-mix partners with glyphosate. 
More importantly, these options are effec-

Yield lag on continuous soYbeans

For years, continuous soybeans have mainly been planted out of  

short-term necessity, not because that’s what the farmer had 

planned. Soybeans are harder on soils than corn, they leave less res-

idue than corn or wheat, thus impacting soil organic matter, and growers 

generally underestimate the crop’s nutrient use, thereby mining soils over 

several years. Add to that the potential for more pest and disease issues, 

and the practice is simply not conducive to long-term cropping success.

According to Horst Bohner, soybean specialist with the Ontario Ministry 

of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), research done in 

Wisconsin (among other locations), indicates an initial yield lag in the sec-

ond and third year of soybeans. But then something interesting happens; 

the yield loss levels off. Second-year soybeans can lose 10 to 15 per cent 

off their yield potential. In third-year soybeans, a grower might lose an 

additional five to eight per cent, so 15 to 23 per cent in total.

But after that, says Bohner, the yield loss levels off in the fourth, fifth 

and sixth years, and beyond. How much more of a yield hit a grower might 

take beyond that is harder to predict, and largely depends on SCN and 

white mould pressure. 

What is known is that the longer a grower plants soybeans, the greater 

the risk of a widespread issue arising — and with a vengeance. White 

mould might spring up suddenly, or a weather-related challenge, such as 

drought stress. 

“The overall message is that it does plateau for quite a few years, but 

you’re just losing a good chunk of yield,” says Bohner. “And there’s no 

technology or seed treatment or fungicide that cures that rotation effect. 

All of those things help the crop and there’s more of a benefit to those 

inputs if you have a lot of beans in the rotation, but they don’t solve the 

rotation effect and the yield loss.”

Continued from page 8

Continued on page 12
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tive in controlling hard-to-control glypho-
sate-restistant weeds. 

“The big message I’ve heard from the 
likes of Mike Cowbrough (OMAFRA) and 
Dr. Peter Sikkema (University of Guelph’s 
Ridgetown Campus) is that in soybeans if 
you miss fleabane and giant ragweed in 
your soybean burn-down, you’re cooked,” 
says Anderson. “In corn, you can add sev-
eral products which will control problem 
weeds, keeping the seed bank low, which 
will make corn even more important in the 
rotation than ever before.”

Changes in  
Cropping praCtiCes

Through all of the discussion about 
soybeans and corn, and any long-term 
potential for fewer wheat acres in the rota-
tion, Bohner echoes others on the need for 
longer rotations. Despite concerns about 
wet and tough planting in the fall, or 
whether wheat can be profitable, the work 
of Doug Young and Dr. Dave Hooker at 
University of Guelph’s Ridgetown Campus 
offers little room for debate about the 
value of maintaining wheat in the rotation. 

“I actually believe that with all of this 
talk of cover crops in the rotation, the 
message we’re missing is that winter 
wheat is the best cover crop there is,” says 
Bohner. “To keep winter wheat in our 
rotation is far more important than any 
other cover crop you can come up with, 
because it’s in the ground longer and it 
has the benefits for the other crops.”

But there’s no doubt that crop produc-
tion in Eastern Canada is in the midst of 
some interesting changes. In spite of one 
of the more open autumn planting sea-
sons in 2015, the estimated number of 
winter wheat acres planted was well below 
one million (one estimate suggests a little 
over 900,000) in Ontario.

Thanks to the efforts of plant research-
ers and breeders, there’s also been a sus-
tained northward migration for soybeans, 
particularly into central, eastern, and now 
the Near North region of Ontario and 
western Quebec. Growers in those regions 
are benefiting greatly from early-season 
maturities favoured in parts of Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan. In the Near North 
region of Temiskaming and New Liskeard, 
soybeans represent an option away from 
canola, where the swede midge has deci-
mated canola production. And yet Bohner 
still maintains that 2.5 million acres of soy-
beans is the optimum production level for  

soybeans in Ontario, if we want to keep a 
good crop rotation. 

“Corn yields continue to outpace 
soybeans, so it’s hard for soybeans to 
compete with a good corn crop,” 
Bohner says, adding that many growers 
are disappointed with corn yields of ‘just’ 
190 bu./ac. “For those growers who can 
grow a good corn crop, I believe corn is 

going to take more of the acreage than 
soybeans over the next few years. Corn 
will go up and soybeans will settle well 
below three million acres because of 
the frustration of not being able to get 
55- or 65-bushel beans consistently, 
and the fact that wheat profitability can 
be questionable, driving more acres 
into corn.”  sg

Table 1 
area, production and yield of corn,  
wheat and soybeans in Ontario, 2011-15

COrn SOybeanS WinTer WheaT

2015 (estimated totals)

acres harvested 2,040,000 2,900,000 625,000

yield (bu./ac.) 170.6 45.5 78.4

Production (’000 bushels) 348,000 132,000 49,000

2014

acres harvested 1,860,000 3,060,000 775,000

yield (bu./ac.) 160.9 45.5 77.2

Production (’000 bushels) 299,200 139,300 59,800

2013

acres harvested 2,210,000 2,595,000 1,045,000

yield (bu./ac.) 160.5 45.9 80.1

Production (’000 bushels) 354,600 119,000 83,700

2012

acres harvested 2,210,000 2,587,000 820,000

yield (bu./ac.) 153.2 48.3 78.4

Production (’000 bushels) 338,500 125,000 64,300

Source: Ontario Ministry of agriculture, Food and rural affairs (OMaFra)

Continued from page 10

Despite growth in eastern and parts of northern ontario, soybean production is more 
likely to plateau in the next few years.
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In Canada, soybean production has 
been quite a success story. Where at 
one time soybean production was 

concentrated in the extreme southwest 
of Ontario, now it is an important part 
of cropping plans in an ever-expanding 
area. In 2016, however, there are many 
management challenges ahead for 
Canadian soybean producers.

Change is our only constant, and as 
2016 comes into full view, it appears that 
changes in the Canadian soybean com-
plex will certainly test our management 
skills this year.

Our soybean acreage is increasingly 
shifting to Western Canada even though 
Ontario is still the dominant player 
with 2.9 million acres planted in 2015. 
Man itoba had the second-largest pro-
vincial soybean acreage in 2015 at 1.385 
million acres, which is on a more or less 
steady up-trend.

Statistics Canada for the first time in 
2013 actually recorded Saskatchewan soy-
bean acres at 170,000. This past year, 
Saskatchewan farmers planted 270,000 
acres, and clearly, there is a huge potential 
in Western Canada that continues to be a 
focus within the industry. In Quebec in 
2015, meanwhile, 778,400 soybeans acres 
were grown with Prince Edward Island 
adding another 54,000 acres. 

Of course it is one thing to grow soy-
beans, and it is another thing to market 
them. There are many advantages and dis-
advantages to growing and marketing soy-
beans across Canadian soybean country. 
For instance, in Ontario there is a well-
established soybean infrastructure with 
both crushing facilities and export termi-
nals on the water. Quebec is closer to salt 
water than Ontario and this gives it a fur-
ther advantage. In Prince Edward Island, 
shipping costs ($60/tonne) to the nearest 
crusher in Quebec negatively affect the 
basis, while shipping to the Halifax port is 
much more preferable.

In Western Canada, however, basis 
levels are very low for soybeans, just as 
they are for other grains, since they must 
be either exported out with only a small 
percentage being crushed. 

The diversity that we have in Canadian 
soybean country certainly is reflected in 
the soybean basis levels at which soybeans 
are moved, bought or sold. Depending on 
where you find yourself within Canada, 
basis calculations tell their own local and 
regional story.

With that as a backdrop, marketing 
our soybeans is never easy. Our provin-
cial cash markets are different from each 
other. However, soybean prices are 
always based on the futures market plus 
or minus a certain basis level.

Those futures prices for soybeans are 
determined at the Chicago Mercantile 
exchange and in 2015 these reached new 
lows compared to the last seven years. At 
the end of December 2015, March soy-
bean futures were hovering in the $8.70 
area. At the same time in 2014 and 2013, 
the nearby futures month was $10.47 per 
bushel and $13.27 respectively. It’s been 
a long tortuous retreat in the soybean 
futures price.

How did we get here? The last sev-
eral growing seasons in the United 
States and in South America have been 
benign. For instance, in 2015 on 88.4 
million acres of corn, the U.S. yielded 
169.3 bushels per acre. This is impres-
sive, but on 85.1 million acres of soy-
beans, the U.S. also produced 48.1 
bushels per acre (Dec. 15 USDA).

Even though demand has been 
impressive worldwide, the soybean sup-
ply has kept up with that demand. This 
has been accentuated in 2015 and early 
2016 with the general bearishness in 
commodities worldwide. 

Soybean marketing will take 

strong nerves in 2016, plus 

the confidence to pull the 

trigger when the market has 

given all that it will give

By Philip Shaw

Looking for a black swan

Soyguide

Continued on page 16

The bottom line is, if we’re 
going to pull out of these 
bearish trends, we need 

serious bullish news
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The low soybean price environment is 
also a function of the continuing produc-
tion coming out of South America, and 
out of Brazil in particular. For the 2015-
16 production year, the USDA is predict-
ing a 100-MMT crop of soybeans from 
Brazil, another record. Argentina is set to 
produce 57 MMT of soybeans. This pro-
duction along with other production in 
South America continues to weigh on the 
soybean complex into 2016. 

What lies ahead on the futures price 
front, and what is it going to take for 
soybean prices to recover? Or is it a ques-
tion of soybean prices continuing on a 
road to lower price levels not seen in 
quite some time?

By early 2016, the Brazilian and 
Argen tinian soybean crops were grow-
ing well. However, hot, dry weather and 
sporadic precipitation has been impact-
ing the Brazilian crop in the large pro-
ducing state of  Mato Grosso. The 
impact of this may affect the Brazilian 
supply. Weather will be key in this 
growing region and may be reflected in 
market prices early in 2016.

The bottom line, however, is that if 
we are going to move out of this low-
price environment, we need to get some 
type of bullish fresh news. In fact, it 
might take a “black swan” event to get 
the market moving.

As it is, if soybean production areas in 
the United States and South America con-
tinue to give average to above-average 
soybean crops, there really is no reason to 
get excited about soybean futures price 
values. Under that scenario, it is likely that 
prices remain in the $8 and $9 range.

However, we all know that agricul-

tural prices are cyclical and there will be 
some type of production calamity some-
where to change the scenario. Daily mar-
ket intelligence will always remain key; 
just as risk management never grows old.

When it comes to soybean prices, the 
big difference for Canadian producers is 
the value of the Canadian dollar. With 
the worldwide meltdown in commodity 
prices, accentuated by the drop in oil and 
the appreciation in the American dollar, 
our Canadian dollar has fallen and not 
substantially recovered.

This has resulted in Canadian “price 
optics” completely different than in the 
United States. For instance, even at such 
low soybean futures values cash prices 
($8.70) in SW Ontario the mid-winter 
cash price for old-crop soybeans had a 
positive basis of $2.90, giving a price of 
C$11.50 per bushel. The new crop 
(2016) also had a positive basis value of 
C$2.60. This is different from American 
farmers who face “price optics” in old-
crop soybean prices of US$7-$8 per 
bushel.

These Canadian “price optics” are 
important because the fluctuating value 
of the Canadian dollar adds another 
management layer to our soybean mar-
keting. We, as soybean farmers, must 
anticipate Canadian dollar fluctuations 
along with soybean futures price values. 
For instance, on Jan. 1, 2014 the 
Canadian dollar was at .9438, the futures 
price of soybeans was $13.47 with a nega-
tive cash basis of -.35. On Jan. 1, 2015, 
the nearby futures prices were $10.47 
with a positive basis of $1.56 at a .8660 
Canadian dollar. Heading through 2016, 
any soybean futures rally will accentuate 
cash prices especially at these low 
Canadian dollar levels. 

Into 2016, as well, marketing on any 
futures price rallies will surely be key. 
China continues to have a voracious 
appetite for soybeans projected to 
import 80.5 MMT in the 2015-16 crop 
year. This represents a dynamic demand 
picture even at a time of overabundant 
supplies. The USDA is predicting 465 
million bushels for U.S. soybean-ending 
stocks this year, but has always grossly 
overestimated that in the past. 2016 
should be no different.

Even without a production calamity 
in American fields, those ending stocks 
will decrease. Of course, if  there is 
severe bad weather in a major produc-
tion zone or a black swan event, inven-
tories everywhere will drop significantly. 

So, we hope to see prices rise in 2016, 
but that won’t necessarily be the reality. 
If production levels remain the same 
around the world, a sideways to down 
pattern in futures price levels may per-
sist. In fact, the argument can be made 
that this may be likely. At the end of the 
day, market-impacting weather will have 
the last call on how large and impactful 
soybean supply will be in 2016.

Will our American friends plant over 
85.1 million acres next year, even at a 
time of low prices? U.S. planted acres 
will make a difference in 2016. Within 
this tangled web of market factors the 
value of the Canadian dollar will con-
tinue to challenge our cash soybean 
price management. Will the rains be 
timely in Brazil and then in the United 
States? The road ahead in 2016 for 
Canadian soybean producers is never 
the same.

The challenge for Canadian soybean 
producers will be to take the measure of 
all these different market factors.  SG
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There’s been great interest in 
experimenting with crop residues 
for bedding, and although no one 

professes to have a perfect solution, there 
is a lot to be learned from those with 
growing experience, which means talk-
ing to Darin McDonald, a farmer who 
has baled it all.

Equipped with a 150-horsepower 
tractor and either a Hesston or New 
Holland large square baler, McDonald 
manages over 500 acres of hay with his 
co u s i n  o n  t h e i r  f a r m  b a s e d  i n 
Winchester in eastern Ontario.

McDonald says they also keep busy 
baling hay and straw for several other 
farms in the area. But in recent years, 
they’ve been asked to bale soybean resi-
due and corn stalks as well. In fact, he 
now has some customers who specifi-
cally ask for soybean straw.

“Soybean straw is always cheaper, so 
it doesn’t matter if there’s lots of wheat 
straw,” McDonald says. “If the soybean 
straw is cheaper than the wheat straw, 
people will buy it.” McDonald estimates 
the cost of soybean straw is about 30 
percent less per bale. But it isn’t just the 
cost that has pushed his production 
beyond 2,000 to 3,000 bales annually, 
which is more than they can supply from 
their farm alone. “Some people prefer it 
not because of price, but because they 
say it’s more absorbent,” McDonald says. 

“One guy even says there’s fewer flies 
with soybean straw than regular straw.”

There’s no livestock on his farm, so 
McDonald can’t share any first-hand 
experience using soybean straw himself. 
But he’s very comfortable describing a 
high level of expertise in working with it 
in the field. Compared to other types of 
straw, McDonald says it’s relatively pain-
less to harvest. “You pick your window 
and it’s the easiest thing to make,” he says 
Most of the time there’s no need to rake 
it. “Well, maybe the odd time you have to 
rake it, but I mean, if it’s going to rain 
for a week, who cares, just let it rain and 
whenever it dries up or freezes a bit, 
there’s usually a window.”

As the only crop residue he harvests 
in the fall, he finds the crop benefits 
from far less humidity in the air and 
starts off much drier than other straws. 
McDonald says soybean residue is con-
sistently the driest thing he bales, nor-
mally reading less than 10 per cent on 
the moisture tester

“Frost at night seems to help dry it 
out,” he adds.

The other thing he likes about harvest-
ing straw so late in the season is that there’s 
no longer a worry of weeds growing while 
it’s waiting for you to get around to har-
vesting. “It depends on the weather but it’s 

Bedding with soy straw
These farmers are learning 

the tricks to make it work 

in the field and in the barn

By Amy Petherick,  

CG Contributing Editor
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usually pretty clean in the fall, it’s just a 
patience thing,” McDonald says.

If there’s a downside to harvesting 
soybean straw though, it’s yield. “Taller 
beans yield better for sure; you might get 
four or five bales to the acre with the 
right combine, but if they’re short beans, 
and the wrong combine, you might only 
get one bale to the acre,” he says.

What kind of combine is the right 
kind for maximizing soybean straw? In 
McDonald’s opinion, it’s got nothing to 
do with paint.

“If a guy has a small head and the 
combine chews the stalks all up, it’s hard 
to pick up,” he says simply.

But even with the “the right combine,” 
McDonald says soybean straw isn’t a reve-
nue generator for the cash-crop operation 
as much as it can be a cost saver for mixed 
operations in his area. Since fusarium 
tends to be so severe, most livestock oper-
ators will tell him they’re “growing straw” 
when they refer to a wheat field. “The 
wheat isn’t worth anything,” he says.

Jaime Grier runs a mixed operation an 
hour west of Darin McDonald at Lands-
downe, and he normally relies on pur-
chasing straw rather than sacrificing 
profitable soybean or corn acreage. 
That’s how he came to buy soybean 
straw from McDonald in 2014 for the 
first time, since straw from other sources 
was short and expensive.

“We started off just using it in the 
pack barn for the heifers, putting it 
through the bed chopper,” Grier says. 
“That worked so well that when we got 
low on wheat straw in the dairy barn, I 
started chopping it in the hay shed and 
taking it in chopped up.”

One day when he didn’t have time to 
chop it, he just tried shaking out a bale. 
“That worked, so we quit chopping it,” he 
says. It wasn’t as dusty using a fork in the 
dairy barn as it is running the bales 
through a bedding chopper, which is 
about as dusty as combining the soybeans 
in the first place, Grier says “I don’t think 
it looks as nice, but it seems to be fairly 
absorbent… it’s a little prickly, but the 
cows don’t seem to be uncomfortable.”

Grier had planned on baling some of 
his own soybean stubble this year, though 
McDonald warns it will cause more wear 
on the baler than cereal straw, though less 
damage than corn stalks. But Grier says 
he tried putting in some oats for a cover 
crop last year and now he finds himself 
with all the straw he could ask for, not to 

mention way more oats than a couple of 
pet horses are going to eat.

Ivan Peterson, who’s dairy farming 
not far from McDonald in the Osgoode 
area, says he started baling soybean straw 
after finding himself  facing similar 
conundrums seven or eight years ago. 
“We don’t grow wheat, so we don’t have 
any other kind of straw, and we grow 600 
to 700 acres of soybeans, so we have lots 
of soybean straw available to us.”

On average, most years you’d get one 
to three bales per acre of soybean straw 
yield. You’d also get somatic cell count 
(SCC) problems he says. “It’s not our 
preferred product, I can tell you that,” he 
warns. Only when they can’t get shavings 
do they use soybean stubble for bedding 
anymore. “Shavings are more absorbent 
and we seem to be able to get the 
somatic cell count better under control.”

Grier says that at his place, their 
somatic cell count is usually under 
100,000 and it never changed when they 
started using the soybean straw or when 
they switched to oat straw. “But our cows 
have trainers and tail ties, so maybe 
that’s the difference,” he theorizes.

Peterson says he gave the soybean 
straw a chance first in his tiestall opera-
tion, and second in the new freestall barn 
with deep pack bedding stalls and robotic 

milking units. He agrees that manage-
ment plays a big role in making soybean 
straw work on a dairy operation.

“When I milked by myself in the tie-
stall, I was between 100,000 and 150,000 
SCC all the time,” he says. Before investing 
in a robotic barn, he tried to keep his tie-
stall facility operating by increasing from 
two milkings per day to three.

That meant hiring help, which also 
meant giving up some control on the 
milking process, and that’s when trou-
bles with the SCC count started.

But for Peterson, using soybean straw 
for bedding up heifers doesn’t appear to 
negatively impact SCC, and he still sees it 
as a good fit for the operation. So, when 
shavings are hard to source, he can use 
soybean straw to get by, chopping 80 bales 
at a time, storing it under cover, then 
moving it by skid-steer on a weekly basis.

“You want to keep soybean straw 
stored inside because it will not keep 
outside,” Peterson emphasizes. “Those 
bales rot worse than anything.”

Next year, Peterson is hoping there will 
be 100 acres of wheat to harvest straw 
from and save at least some indoor stor-
age space. But he isn’t planning to retire 
the soy straw completely either. “We’ll still 
use the soybean stubble,” he says, “there’s 
more money in selling straw.”

Continued from page 18

For long-term storage, baled soybean straw needs to go under cover.

Baling in the fall after other field work is done is a major 
advantage, but yields vary with crop condition



When late summer and early fall 
present a period of lower cash flow, 
Peter son says wheat can generate some 
extra revenue and soybean straw can’t. 
Not that he’d consider selling soybean 
straw though. “It’s too valuable on the 
field for that,” he insists. “I would never 
sell it off my own farm.”

Jim Christie, who has a robotic milk-
ing operation on the other side of 
Toronto in Tara, Ont., isn’t sure soy 
straw offers that much value in the 
field. In his opinion there just seems to 
be so little volume. He’s become much 
more interested in canola residue after 
he started baling up soy straw. This was 
the first year he’s ever grown canola on 
the farm and he says it looks like he can 
get twice as much yield from canola as 
he did from the soybeans. Plus it comes 
off earlier, for more of a working win-
dow into the fall.

Although it’s too early to say how 
well it will work as bedding, when we 
spoke, Christie has already observed sev-
eral advantages.

“You’d think canola would be a lot of 
stalk, but there’s a pile of pods,” he 
notes. “We’ve got a bunch of  it big 
square baled and it chops really fine. 
Being hollow in the middle, it just shat-
ters. Soybean stalks don’t; they stay like 
little wooden sticks.”

Unlike Peterson and Grier, Christie 
has to pay very close attention to bed-
ding materials because his cows are 
housed on a compost pack. The materi-
als he uses to feed that pack have 
changed, but the process remains the 
same. Every morning, that pack is deep 
ripped and levelled and every evening, it 
gets cultivated. Christie says that since 
they started bedding this way two years 
ago, they’ve tried using wheat straw and 
it didn’t decompose very well.

“Because of that waxy coating, even 
two weeks after you bed up with wheat 
straw, you can still pick it out of the 
compost pack,” Christie says. He still 
uses wheat straw for bedding up the dry 
cows, but since he had soybean straw 
for his heifer pack, he tried adding 
some of it in early on too. “The shred-
ded soybean straw breaks down in a 
couple weeks and you can’t even pick it 
out,” he says. Now he’s applying what 
he’s learned to canola residue.

The trick to producing nice soft bed-
ding is processing. “The first stuff we 
did, we put through the harvester,” 
Christie recalls, “but it didn’t break down 
as quick as sawdust.”

Last winter, they got a Bale Buster 
with fine screens. “More or less, instead 
of chopping it, you’re shredding it,” 
Christie said. “When you grab hold of it 
after it’s gone through, you don’t feel any 
of those stems, it’s nice and soft, and 
breaks down a lot quicker.”

Christie says he could rely completely 
on sawdust, which he has experimented 
with as part of the bedding mix, but he 
figures it costs five cents per pound with 
delivery. However, this spring he discov-
ered recycled drywall only costs an esti-

mated one and a half cents per pound, so 
it now accounts for nearly 50 per cent of 
the bedding mix.

All that lime keeps the cows nice and 
clean he says, which could partly explain 
why using soybean straw hasn’t had a 
negative effect on his SCC when other 
farmers have.

In Christie’s eyes, it remains an 
ongoing experiment on his farm as 
much as it is on any other operation 
that’s always searching for the perfect 
bedding solution.  SC
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Soybean growers near the Ontario-
Quebec border have tested wide 
rows, and some have even adopted 

them already as a way of managing white 
mould pressure. The disease thrives here. 
even though agronomists can’t exactly 
say why. But there’s also more to the 
30-inch debate than just mould control.

Based in the eastern end of the prov-
ince, Scott Banks is an emerging-crops 
specialist for the Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs and 
he recalls that 2014 was a particularly 
bad year for white mould in his area.

“As a general rule across the east, 
white mould wasn’t anywhere near as 
bad in 2015 as the year before,” Banks 
says. “My experience has been, in eastern 
Ontario, we might get white mould one 
out of every four or five years but in 
western Ontario, they might get it one 
out of every nine years.”

The problem is, you never know if 
this year will be a bad year, and when 
one comes along, it isn’t quickly forgot-
ten. “After 2014, a lot of guys were swear-
ing off narrow rows and moving to lower 
populations,” Banks says.

Some farms get hit more often, which 

set the stage for regional research com-
pleted this past growing season by Paul 
Hermans, an agronomist for DuPont 
Pioneer in the Eastern Ontario and 
Quebec area. 

Some of Hermans’ customers have 
experienced heavy mould pressure every 
year since 2012. His solution was to 
organize a multi-site study to assess what 
could reasonably be done to manage the 
issue for these farms that seem to have a 
perennial problem with the disease.

Working at 11 different locations in 
the region, Hermans designed a trial 
which tested field-length strips of 
Pioneer’s 91Y01 to check its response to 
planting date, seed population, row 
width and foliar fungicide treatment. 
Every treatment was replicated twice at 
each location and, to lend some consis-
tency, all were put in with a Cash IH 
Early Riser 12/23 split row planter.

“This was so I could just shut the 
30-inch row spacing and 15-inch row 
spacing on or off, to make it somewhat 
easy,” Hermans explains. “If I were to do 
the same thing with a drill, it’d be too big 
a plot.”

All the early plantings were com-

pleted before May 7 and late plantings 
were done 10 to 14 days after that. 
Planting population comparisons 
included 120,000 and 170,000 seeds per 
acre. He tested 15-inch row widths and 
30-inch rows, and he used Acapela or 
Priaxor for his fungicide tests. Choosing 
91Y01 for the trial wasn’t highly scien-
tific, he says. Although it’s a bushier, 
branchier plant that performs fairly well 
in the 30-inch row trials that Pioneer 
conducts before bringing any product to 
market, Hermans estimates the white 
mould tolerance of this particular vari-
ety is about average. He mostly just 
picked it because it is the biggest seller in 
the area and well known.

“We stuck with one variety because it 
was all the same seed lot,” Hermans says. 
“If you look at the size of the trial and all 
the combinations, if we’d gone to two 
varieties we’d still be out harvesting 
those plots.”

There was no selection for high-risk 
mould environments or high-tolerance 
management practices. This was just a 
real field test, Hermans says. Most of the 

If you think the case is closed on 30-inch rows, get ready to think again  By Amy Petherick

Continued on page 26
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fields in the general area have some his-
tory of mould, but only one or two may 
have seen a manure application in recent 
history. Most locations were simply part 
of  cash crop operations with good 
growth potential.

“They’re not what I would call low-
yielding environments,” Hermans says.

It was no surprise to him that white 
mould was discovered again at several 
locations this year. But some of the trial 
results did surprise him. By full flower, it 
was hard to visually differentiate between 
canopy coverage of the two different row 
widths. At harvest, soybean yields were 
two bushels per acre higher in wider 
rows than the narrow ones. Although 
early planting improved yields overall, 
the difference between narrow and wide 
rows was mostly insignificant. Seeding 
rate also seemed to have little impact and 
the response to foliar fungicide was 
mostly similar between 15- and 30-inch 
rows as well.

“If you look at data from different 
areas across North America, they would 
always tell you 30 inches would not yield 
as much as a 15-inch row,” Hermans says. 
“I was most surprised by the 30-inch ver-
sus 15-inch row width outcome.”

There were a few factors in 2015 that 
may have contributed to these exceptional 
results, he theorizes. The first is that it 
simply was a tremendous soybean grow-
ing year in Eastern Ontario. “Soybean 
yields were up 15 to 20 per cent above 
average, which tends to favour a 30-inch 
row I think,” Hermans says.

That could explain why early planted 
stands only had an average yield advan-
tage of 1.9 bushels per acre. Another 
critical consideration is the impact that a 
frost in late May might have had. “There 
was one grower who lost 30,000 to 
50,000 plants per acre in that one partic-
ular field because of the frost, and the 
early planting dates provided 13 per cent 
lower stands than the second planting 
date overall, but you had some variance,” 
Hermans recalls. “I’m not sure I’d see 
similar results in another year.”

Hermans says he was also a little sur-
prised by the significantly greater response 
to fungicide applications than the 
1.6-bushel-per-acre response observed in 
2013. This time, the average yield of fungi-
cide-treated soybeans was 4.5 bushels per 
acre more than non-treated soybeans, and 
there was a positive yield response at nine 

out of 11 trial locations. Maybe previous 
fungicide trials which depended on only 
one application instead of the two recom-
mended rates and timings used in this 
trial can account for this difference. 
Regardless of the reason, Hermans says he 
feels no need to repeat this part of the 
trial again in the coming year.

“I feel comfortable enough in the rec-
ommendations on the planting date and 
fungicides. I think we’ve done enough 
work there to show the value of planting 
early and fungicide control,” Hermans 
says. Next year he’s going to do a simple 
population trial across Ontario and 
Quebec to expand on the results of this 
year’s population comparison. “It’s a 
50/50 split between the 120,000 and 
170,000 populations, but I think you 
definitely have to look at lower seeding 
rates to help manage mould.”

A fArmer’s input
Jon Daly, one of the farmers who 

participated in the trial, agrees that this 
is also an area of greater interest for 
him. If this trial proved anything to 
him, it was that there doesn’t seem to be 
any one “catch-all” population recom-
mendation, and he’d be interested to see 
how lower populations would work for 
his operation.

“We’ve been planting 30-inch rows 
already for a number of years,” Daly 
says . “We’ve been running about 
165,000 seeds to the acre normally, so 
I’m thinking we should try backing off 
on our populations and saving a bit of 
money on seed.”

Daly says he would also anticipate 
that it would contribute to white mould 

Continued from page 24
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control too. “We do have white mould 
on our farm, but it’s not so big of an 
issue that I’m worried about it every 
year.” Daly says that because his crop 
rotation is mostly two years of corn, fol-
lowed by one year of soybeans, his risk 
of white mould is already low.

“In 2009, we upgraded our corn 
planter and I didn’t want to buy another 
crazy-expensive machine to do the 300 
acres of beans that we did,” Daly says. 
“We’ve liked 30-inch rows right from the 
get-go.”

For Daly, a trial that shows wide 
rows don’t necessarily demand yield 
sacrifices is music to his ears. He finds 
wide rows much easier to deal with, 
even if it does seem like some years he 
has to be out spraying from May to 
August. He’s curious to see just how 
much a lower planting population 
would have an impact on his whole sys-
tem. With two years of corn trash to 
work through, Scott Banks says tillage 
practices need to be weighed into the 
equation too.

“We know you can get as good a 
yield with a lower population, as long as 
you’ve got decent soils and you get good 
establishment. That’s not a huge nov-
elty,” Banks says. “But if you get into a 
rough seed bed, you have to start 
bumping up seeding rates. Err on the 
high side.”

Both Banks and Hermans agree that 
growers should always be cautious about 
basing their management decisions on 
one trial or one year’s worth of data. 
While Hermans’ results this past year are 
extremely interesting, Banks says there is 
a lot of data available which clearly sug-
gests it really is an anomaly.

Other research
Horst Bohner, the soybean specialist 

for OMAFRA, will tell you the established 
soybean dogma is that if you go to wider 
rows, you will give up yield potential, 
which in turn is best mitigated by plant-
ing early. The academic community 
accepted that after many years of research. 
Still, any opportunity that could reduce 
seed costs is worth exploring, and so he 
shared his most recent effort to close yield 
gaps using a combination of management 
practices at the SouthWest Ag Conference 
in Ridgetown this past January.

By simply adding strip till to a no-till 
control in the last growing season in 
Elora, he could improve the yield of his 
30-inch-row beans, where the seeding 
rate was 120,000 seeds per acre, to 
closely match the yield of 15-inch-row 
no-till beans, where the seeding rate 
was 170,000 seeds per acre. Going a lit-
tle further, by banding phosphorus and 
potassium fertilizer in those strips, he 
was able to get a 3.9-bushel advantage 
over the 15-inch beans. He also tried 
applying a foliar fungicide with strip till-
age and was rewarded with a 6.2-bushel 
increase over the 15-inch beans. When 
beans were grown in both 15- and 
30-inch rows using strip tillage, the extra 
fertilizer, and a foliar fungicide, the wide 
row beans outyielded the narrow rows 
by two bushels.

That was really unexpected, but Bohner 
says in another trial location farther north 
at Bornholm, those same practices could 
not reproduce these results. At this site, 
even applying all three strategies could not 
improve wide row yields so they matched 
the no-tilled narrow-row beans, and the 
additional management practices only 
improved that advantage further with 
another 4.5-bushel increase.

“I don’t really buy into the story that 
you have to grow wide row beans to be 
able to get the benefit of some of the 
inputs,” Bohner told the audience. He 
understands the concept that if you grow 
wide row beans, they’ll have more 
opportunity to bush, and individual 
plants are potentially better fed through 
this strategy than in narrow rows, but he 
just can’t prove it consistently with evi-
dence. Some varieties are indeed better 
than others, he confirms, but even when 
taking varieties into consideration there 
are still inconsistencies in performance. 
Says Bohner, “It may well work, but I 
don’t have good comparisons to show 
that it doesn’t work in narrow rows.”  sG
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It almost plays like a riddle. First are 
these clues: first confirmed here in 
1988; called a disease by some and a 

pest by others; often ignored until it’s too 
late; and, impossible to eradicate.

Of course, there’s another clue which 
should be a dead giveaway. It steals more 
bushels than any other soybean threat in 
Canada.

For more than 25 years, soybean cyst 
nematode (SCN) has been confounding 
growers, plant breeders, crop pathologists 
and public and private researchers across 
North America.

Farmers know its name, and most now 
know what it looks like and what it can 
do, and they also understand the need for 
planting SCN-resistant varieties and for 
rotating different varieties containing dif-
ferent levels of resistance.

Yet the losses continue. 
For much of its first 15 years in Ontario, 

the disease (as it’s identified by the Ontario 
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Affairs), was found primarily in Essex, Kent, 
and Lambton in the extreme southern por-
tion of the province before infestations 
started appearing in large numbers in 
Middlesex, Oxford and points farther east.

By 2007, the unstoppable pest was even 
confirmed to have spread east of Toronto, 
which had been considered only a matter 
of time. Provincial field crops pathologist 
Albert Tenuta even tried to put a positive 
spin on the situation, at the time calling it 
“good news” that it had actually been con-
firmed, and saying that with its identifica-
tion, growers could begin using the 
available means to reduce SCN’s impact.

That hasn’t really happened, however, 

largely for reasons that are all too familiar: 
tighter planting windows, tighter rota-
tions, and tighter operating margins.

All have helped SCN develop hot 
spots. Worse still, there are signs that SCN 
is continuing to spread and intensify, and 
parts of Huron and Bruce counties have 
been suffering higher concentrations.

Once fOund, it’s permanent
According to Chris Denys, seed care 

technical lead for Syngenta in Eastern 
Canada, SCN is permanent. Once it 
gains a toehold in your soil, it’s there for 
good. There is no way to eradicate it 
from your farm.

Now that it has been confirmed in at 
least 12 counties in Ontario and into 
western Quebec, that means a lot of 
growers have a challenge on their hands. 

“We expect it’s going to continue to 
spread, and eventually it’s going to be in 
all of the soybean-growing areas across 
Ontario, especially when you see how 
the populations have shifted to those 
non-traditional areas that are much far-
ther north, into Huron, Grey and Bruce 
coun ties,” says Denys. “We’re finding 
some pretty extreme populations up 
there, sometimes more extreme than 
what we see down in Kent and Essex.”

That’s a bit of a surprise given the 
history of soybean production in Grey 
and Bruce counties and the relatively 
late spread of soybean production there.

“Part of it may be related to rent and 
land values, that maybe there’s some 
reluctance that way, that guys might not 

Nematodes continue to 

rob farmers and frustrate 

agronomists, but a new 

biological seed treatment 

may soon help

By ralph pearce 

cG production editor scn frustration

Continued on page 32
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part of the challenge for breeders  
and researchers is to find the right  
combination of disease resistance and 
yield, says don mcclure of syngenta.

Growers are urged to 
be more diligent in 

digging up soybean 
plants to visually 

determine the 
presence of scn.
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want to know when they’re in a situation where they’re renting 
or thinking of selling the land,” says Denys. He adds that he 
doesn’t come across that issue much in his travels. “Sometimes 
it’s just a matter of not being aware of the problem, or they can’t 
diagnose the problem in the field. You can have 30 per cent 
yield loss in soybeans due to SCN and not really recognize any 
above-ground symptom.”

Depending on the field, Denys says SCN losses could be 
blamed on compaction or a planter problem or water defi-
ciency. Even when you do observe the root feeding, it’s easy to 
dismiss it as something else, and not SCN.

It’s part of a trend that’s becoming a fact of life for farmers as 
they’re being pulled in different directions. Some of those direc-
tions — like precision ag or traceability for consumers — 
weren’t on the agenda 10 or 20 years ago.

Still, SCN is a fact of life for growers now, and the consensus 
is getting stronger than ever; more needs to be done to mitigate 
the damage it can inflict.

Part of the process is to acknowledge key facts about SCN. 
They may already be known by a large percentage of growers, 
but they certainly bear repeating:
•  SCN is the leading yield robber in soybeans, more than the next 

five diseases combined. Sudden death syndrome (SDS) which can 
be a “companion disease” to SCN is a distant second on that list.

•  Cyst eggs can survive in the soil for more than 10 years, so 
even opting out of soybeans for a decade wouldn’t eliminate 
the nematode threat from a field

•  When reproducing, a single cyst can release 200 to 500 eggs 
into the root zone, depending on the environment.

•  SCN can provide an entry point to other diseases, particularly 
SDS and brown stem rot.

•  Various weed species can be a host to SCN, although most of 
the susceptible weed species are not found in any significant 
concentrations in Ontario or Canada (see Table 1).

•  Conversely, corn, wheat, alfalfa, barley, oats, canola along with 
forage grasses, alfalfa, sugar beets, miscanthus and switchgrass 
are poor or non-hosts for SCN.
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ReseaRch Reveals  
staRtling scn numbeRs

Late in 2015, Syngenta Canada published a 

four-pronged strategy for detecting soybean 

cyst nematode (SCN). The strategy was 

circulated following the release of data that indicated 

excessively high concentrations of SCN in parts of 

Huron County and southern Bruce. In some fields, 

agronomists found concentrations of more than 4,000 

SCN eggs per 100 grams of soil, sufficient to cause 

yield losses of greater than 50 per cent. 

Here’s the text from Syngenta, titled “The Four 

ways to detect Soybean Cyst Nematode.”

1.  Know the above-ground symptoms: The most 

noticeable above-ground symptom may start off 

as circular patches within the field where 

soybeans are stunted and yellowed. Soybean cyst 

nematode (SCN) is spread through soil 

movement, so symptoms may first appear at field 

entrances or headlands. 

2.  Pay attention to your yield monitor at harvest: 

Since many times visual symptoms may not occur, 

the best time to diagnose SCN is at harvest. Note 

areas in the field where harvest yields don’t make 

sense with the field’s history.

3.  Visually inspect roots: In August and September, 

carefully dig up root masses. Gently wash the 

soil off roots and use a hand magnifying glass to 

identify the cysts, but beware of only relying on 

a simple visual analysis since cysts can be 

difficult to see and may sometimes be confused 

with bacterial nodules.

4.  Have your soil tested: Since visual symptoms are 

not always evident, either in the field or on the 

roots, the most accurate detection is to have your 

soil tested. After harvest is an ideal time to test for 

SCN since egg and cyst counts should be at their 

highest for the season.

Courtesy of syngenta Canada

TABLe 1
HoSTS For SoyBeAN CyST 
NemATode (SCN)

Crop plants Weed plants

alsike clover american & carolina vetch

bird’s-foot trefoil common & mouse-ear chickweed

common & hairy vetch common mullein

cowpea Field pennycress

crimson clover hemp sesbania

crownvetch henbit

edible beans hop clovers

lespedezas milk & wood vetch

Pea Pokeweed

sweet clover Purple deadnettle

White & yellow lupine Purslane

shepherd’s purse

Wild mustard

source:  Plant health initiative (u.s.) and the north central soybean Research 
Program (ncsRP) (u.s.)

Continued from page 30



SourceS of reSiStance

Another key SCN fact is that there are 
two primary sources of resistance: PI 
88788 and PI548402 (Peking).

PI88788 is the primary source of 
resistance in up to 95 per cent of the soy-
bean varieties now available across 
North America, says Denys. The Peking 
source accounts for most of the remain-
ing five per cent, with a third source — 
PI437654 (Hartwick or CystX as it’s also 
known) unavailable in any commercial 
varieties currently in use. 

As Denys points out, one of the rea-
sons why the concentrations in Bruce 
and Huron counties are so much higher 
is because those growing regions may 
not have a wide variety of seed options 
with resistance available in them.

The issue of resistance is garnering 
more attention. There are new terminolo-
gies too, including HG Type 2, a term that 
refers to a shift in populations in a field 
toward nematodes that can thrive on 
crops that have genes that in past were 
able to stop them. In other words, you can 
plant a resistant variety, and a significant 
portion of the nematodes in the field can 
still feed on the crop and reproduce. 

Don McClure, soybean breeder for 
Syngenta, also points to the changing 
definitions surrounding resistance, and 
how different diseases have different 
pathways and levels of resistance. 

“One variety might have 90 per cent 
of the plant resistant to the pest, and 
another variety that’s classified as resis-
tant might have 30 per cent,” says 
McClure, who’s based at the company’s 
facility at Arva, just north of London. 
“And that’s something that is not well 
understood. Even though they’re consid-
ered resistant, it’s a quantitative trait, so 
there’s more than one gene involved, and 
each variety may not have the full com-
plement of resistance genes.”

With such a heavy reliance on the 
PI88788 source, McClure says, it only 
makes sense that the industry is starting 
to see more signs that our defences may 
be breaking down. 

“I don’t think it’s a huge issue yet, but 
I’m sure there are populations that prob-
ably can overcome most of the resistance 
in PI88788 right now,” says McClure 
“They’re not widely distributed yet: 
we’re aware of it and we’re doing every-
thing we can to alleviate that.”

Part of the challenge there is to find 
the right combination of factors that 
will meet all needs of the farmer, with 
superior disease protection plus consis-
tent yield and agronomics all in one 
package. 

Meanwhile, a new seed treatment, 
Clariva pn will be available for the 2016 
growing season. Clariva is a biological, 
and as such is part of a new wave in the 
development of traits and bioagents 
that the pests will have a much harder 
time getting around.

Billed as a targeted solution to SCN, 
Clariva releases spores into the root zone 
that infect and kill any nematodes that 
come into contact with soybean plant 
roots. As those initial nematodes die, those 
ingested spores are released again and help 
to bolster that protective root zone. 

It’s also different in terms of the 
source of  resistance: it’s capable of 
working on the HG Type 2 populations 
and the other 10 per cent that the resis-
tance is covering.

Farmers will have access to Clariva 
pn and can use it in concert with 
Cruiser Maxx Vibrance Beans or just 
Vibrance Maxx seed treatments.  SG
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In the middle of the Ian N. Morrison 
research farm near Carman, Man., 
an unlikely scene is unfolding as 

farmers and agronomists crowd around 
what looks like an old jam jar.

“Careful, we don’t want this to 
break,” Mario Tenuta stresses, with a bit 
of a chuckle.

But what’s inside the tightly sealed jar 
is no laughing matter. Hidden in a tangle 
of soybean roots is a tiny organism that 
has the potential to become soybean 
growers’ next nemesis should it be 
unleashed in Manitoba.

To date, no cases of soybean cyst 
nematode have been identified in the 
province, but the University of Manitoba 
soil ecologist said it’s only a matter of 
time before it arrives.

“My take-home message is that soy-
bean cyst nematode is geared biologically 
to be with soybean, and wherever we 
move soybean around the world, guess 
what… soybean cyst nematode will even-
tually follow, and that’s where we are 
today in Manitoba,” Tenuta told produc-
ers at Manitoba Pulse & Soybean 
Growers’ SMART Day last summer.

As soybeans developed in ancient 
China, so too did the nematode, he 
explained. And as soybeans moved 
beyond the Asian continent, the tiny pest 
went with it.

They are tiny world travellers 

and Manitoba’s Red River 

Valley could be the next stop 

on the soybean cyst 

nematode’s global tour

By Shannon VanRaes 

Manitoba Co-operator

Keeping the 
nematode at bay

Soyguide

“They poke a hole into the 
roots, gain entry into that 
root, and they just stick 
their head into the root 
and just start feeding.”  

— Mario Tenuta

Continued on page 36
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“They have co-evolved, folks, co-evolved to the point where 
the soybean cyst nematode really needs soybeans to survive,” the 
soil ecologist said.

On the mOve since 1954
First introduced to North America in the 1760s, soybeans 

were largely considered a forage crop until the time of the Great 
Depression when other uses were explored and promoted. The 
search for better production methods led to the importation of 
soil inoculum in the 1940s and ’50s, a move that likely stamped 
the nematode’s passport, ushering it onto North American soil. It 
was first officially identified in the Carolinas in 1954.

Today, soybean cyst nematode is present across the U.S., 
including in North Dakota. It’s also found across Ontario and in 
some areas of Quebec.

It can travel in soil, with birds, on plant material and in flood-
waters, making the Red River Valley a likely place for the soybean 
cyst nematode to appear, he said.

“It has been moving northward up the Red River Valley, 
and it’s really well documented. In North Dakota, they’ve fol-
lowed the progression closely, and in the last 15 years it’s 
worked its way basically into all the soybean-growing areas,” 
said Tenuta. “Canada Customs are tough to get through — 
they ask about liquor and they take my venison sausage… they 
do a really good job. But they really suck when it comes to 
keeping nematodes and other pathogens out of Canada, so the 
nematode will come over.”
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Whether you’ve got enough storage space this year after last year’s 
bumper crop or you need temporary solutions, try these four tips 

SAFER GRAIN STORAGE

BY ANDREA HILDERMAN

We were probably all 
expecting a tough har-
vest, despite hoping 
for the luxury of good 

weather and an open fall. Rain, frost 
and even snow in early September likely 
mean there will be an even greater need 
to ensure grain storage management 
strategies are well in hand. 

“Just because you are done com-
bining does not mean you are done 
managing the crop,” says Joy Agnew, 
an agricultural engineer and project 
manager of agricultural research 
services at the Prairie Agricultural 
Machinery Institute in Humboldt, 
Saskatchewan. “Grain requires regu-
lar monitoring while it is in storage 
to ensure it does not go out of condi-
tion — that is going to be the chal-
lenge from here on out.”

Considering the value of the inputs 
and the hours and months of time and 
effort put into producing the crop, this 
is good advice. But surprisingly, it is 
advice that is often not heeded as care-
fully as it should be.

1. BRING IT IN DRY

Grain going into storage should ideally 
be binned clean and dry. It’s debatable if 
that will be entirely possible this fall, and 
if not there should also be the means to 
either dry the grain or to aerate the bin 
throughout the storage period and a plan 
in place to monitor the grain in the bin on 
a regular basis.

“Temperature cables are very popular 
and cost effective to monitor the tem-
perature of the grain throughout the 
bin,” says Agnew. “The cables are put in 
place before the bin is filled and a read-
er hooked up on the outside provides a 
temperature profile of the grain in bin 
at any time.” This technology, like any 
other, is constantly advancing. Now 
there are wireless systems that will send 
email or text notifications when the 
temperature rises beyond pre-set limits.

For farmers harvesting damp or wet 
grain, there will be added work to 
ensure the grain does not degrade or 
spoil in storage. “Ideally grain should 
go into storage dry,” says Agnew. “If 
that is not possible, natural air dry-
ing with the right capacity fans, even 

under conditions of high humidity 
and low temperatures will draw off a 
lot of moisture. Any airflow through 
damp grain is beneficial.” Getting the 
grain cooled off is important to pre-
vent any further degradation in qual-
ity. Turning grain in the fall or winter 
can have beneficial outcomes when it 
comes to mixing and cooling. Avoid 
turning grain in the spring when tem-
peratures are on the rise. 

2.  KNOW YOUR 
DRYING CAPABILITY

“The next biggest misconception out 
there is the difference between aeration 
and natural air drying,” says Agnew. 
“Drying and cooling are very different 
and it’s critical farmers know this as 
there is a lot at stake if they don’t.” 

Aeration is cooling only and is a valu-
able part of grain storage management. 
Natural air drying, on the other hand, 
will actually remove moisture from the 
grain but requires much higher airflows 
than aeration fans can typically provide. 
High capacity fans are required to dry 
grain in the bin. Aeration requires about 

0.1 cubic feet per minute (cfm) of airflow 
per bushel. A 5,000 bushel bin would 
require about 500 cfm from fans to cool 
the grain.

Natural air drying requires at least 10 
times that amount of air to dry grain in 
storage — one cfm per bushel of grain 
or 5,000 cfm for a 5,000 bushel bin. 
Aeration fans could never achieve those 
air flow rates. Moisture removal would 
be minimal and grain would spoil.

3.  KNOW THE LIMITATIONS 
OF BAG STORAGE

Because of winter logistics problems 
and the 2013 bumper harvest, many 
farmers may need temporary storage for 
their 2014 production. “Grain storage 
bags are quite popular with farmers in 
recent years,” says Agnew. “Bags offer 
a convenient storage option, however, 
they also require diligent management 
to ensure the grain is maintained in 
good condition over the storage period.” 

Bags are prone to damage by wildlife 
so weekly monitoring is recommended 

» CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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BY JENNIFER BLAIR
AF STAFF

S trong prices are signalling 
that it’s time to start retain-
ing heifers and build the 

herd — but rising capital costs 
could cause some producers to 
hold off. 

“There’s lots of opportunities, 
but it’s costly,” said Rick Dehod, 
farm financial specialist with 
Alberta Agriculture and Rural 
Development.

A decade of pain and low prices 
means many producers have 
other priorities than expanding 
at the moment, he said.

“A lot of those ladies and 
gentlemen for the last 13 years 
have kept their cost of produc-
tion down, and they’ve really 
managed their farms well and 
survived,” he said. “But they’re 
behind on some of their working 
capital and some of the things 
that need to be done.

“I’m sure they’re going to take 
their profit and meet some per-
sonal goals and some farm goals 
prior to keeping those cows back.”

That’s the plan on Jake Meyer’s 
farm south of Lethbridge.

High costs 
slowing 
cattle herd 
expansion
Canada’s beef cattle 
industry is poised for 
expansion, but will 
high capital costs cause 
delays? 

SEE HIGH COSTS  page 7

BY JENNIFER BLAIR
AF STAFF

A nd that’s still what keeps ’em coming 
back for Alberta’s two biggest farm 
shows.

“For agricultural folk, whenever they 
gather, networking is a major component 
of what they do,” said Dave Fiddler, show 
manager for Farmfair International.  

The Edmonton event has grown from 
humble beginnings 41 years ago into one 
of Western Canada’s largest — and lon-

gest running — farm shows. With nearly 
300 exhibitors and 90,000 visitors over the 
week-long show, Farmfair attracts farmers 
from across the country who come to talk 
shop about beef.

“It’s where the beef industry comes to 
meet,” said Fiddler. “It’s the largest beef 
event in Alberta, and that is the major 
draw.”

Over the years, Farmfair has added equine 
events and sales, entertainment, and com-
petitions to appeal to a broader audience 

Big shows offer a 
chance to reconnect
Every year, Alberta’s farm shows attract hundreds of thousands of visitors — 
and socializing remains the major draw

The cattle on show are only one of the attractions at Farmfair International.  PHOTO: FARMFAIR

Before there were 
smartphones, Twitter 

and Facebook, farmers 
perfected the art of social 

networking the good old-
fashioned way — face to face 

at meetings, trade shows, 
and conferences during the 

busy winter season. SEE BIG SHOWS  page 6
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By Meghan Mast
Co-operator staFF 

Cattle far mers  should 
test their feed this year 
because wet weather has 

compromised the nutritional 
value in late-seeded cereal 
crops, and cold weather could 
make them potentially danger-
ous, a provincial forage special-
ist says. 

“We’re quite concerned about 
nitrates this year after the stress 
that the plants have been under 
all summer and then with the 
recent frost and the crops being 
late,” said Pam Iwanchysko, 
from MAFRD, during the year’s 
first StockTalk webinar on 
September 16.

Forage concerns 
after wet season
High nitrate levels in 
frost-stressed crops can 
be fatal for cattle

see FORAGE on page 7 »  

By Shannon VanRaes
Co-operator staFF

Call it too much of a good thing.
Wild rice needs plenty of 

water to grow, but heavy rains 
and high water coupled with cool 
temperatures has hit producers hard 
this season, particularly in north-
western Manitoba and northeastern 
Saskatchewan.

“There’s this little pocket that covers 
the majority of Canadian production 
and they had a terrible year. Some of 
the people I was inspecting, they were 
going to harvest nothing,” said Stuart 
McMillan, an independent organic 
inspector.

“It’s hard to imagine with an aquatic 
plant, but they got drowned out,” he 
said. “At some stages of growth it’s 
really sensitive to rapid fluctuations in 
water levels.”

Ideally, wild rice needs between 
three and five feet of water as a grow-
ing medium. 

“We’ve been calling it a perfect 
storm,” said Tracy Wheeler-Anderson, 
owner of Naosap Harvest in Cranberry 
Portage. “It’s just been a very, very odd 
year. The water table was high last fall, 
then we had an abnormal amount of 
snow and then we had an abnormal 
amount of rain, so come spring the 
water levels were way higher than 
what they normally are.”

Poor weather impacts  
wild rice operations
Wild rice has been harvested in northern Manitoba for thousands of years,  
but modern demands may outstrip supplies as the grain increases in popularity

Murray Ratuski of Shoal Lake Wild Rice Ltd. at the company’s processing facility in the Rural Munici-
pality of Springfield. photo: shannon Vanraes

see WILD RICE on page 6 »  



Rauri Qually, who farms near Dacotah, Man., said he’s 
“deeply” concerned about a possible incursion of nematodes fol
lowing the presentation. 

“It doesn’t sound like we have much of a defence against these 
things,” he said, but added that he’s still meticulous about bio
security, washing all equipment before it moves to a new location.

Tenuta said that’s the right attitude, adding that producers 
should keep up biosecurity, making sure equipment coming onto 
and off the fields is free of soil, especially if it’s travelling between 
farms or across borders.

As for what the soybean cyst nematode actually does, Tenuta 
said it essentially hijacks the plant to create it’s own food factory.

“The nematode lifecycle goes as follows: the female has died 
and she’s packed with eggs inside her, as that soybean root comes 
up close to that dead female, and she’s called a cyst at this point, 
the eggs are stimulated to hatch… then they migrate towards the 
root,” Tenuta said. “They poke a hole into the roots, gain entry 
into that root, and they just stick their head into the root and just 
start feeding.”

Presence of the nematode can reduce yields by as much as 20 
to 30 per cent, and is often difficult to diagnose.

Rotation and Resistant vaRieties
However, it can be managed by crop rotation and resistant 

varieties.
“And no, snow doesn’t count as crop rotation,” said Dennis 

Lange, a crop specialist with Manitoba Agriculture, Food and 
Rural Development.

He added that other edible beans and some weeds can also 
play host to the soybean cyst nematode.

Gil Martel of St. Leon, Man., has only grown soybean for a 
couple of years, but said the information was helpful, adding 
he’s going to take another look at his rotation schedule.

“It certainly gives you something to think about,” he said.
Producers will also have much to consider when it comes to 

variety selection, as even resistant varieties break down over 
time, losing their effectiveness.

“I encourage growers to use them, but it is a catandmouse 
game,” Tenuta said. “Because if the soybean has restart genes, 
guess what? The nematode evolves.”  sC
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At Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show 
this past fall, the cover-crop focus 
was on diversity. There was a high-

diversity blend, a six-way blend, a Merlin 
(Ontario) Multi-Mix and a soil-building 
mix. There was even a cool-season 
N-fixing blend, just to gauge its potential.

If it seems like a lot to take in, get used 
to it. Cover crops are getting more sophis-
ticated.

According to Anne Verhallen, soil man-
agement specialist in horticultural crops 
with the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), the 
high-diversity blend alone contains 16 to 
20 different seeds and can cost more than 
$50 per acre. 

With so many options and so many 
purposes, the first question she asks a 
grower is: “What is it you want to accom-
plish with a cover crop?” 

“I’m definitely seeing more interest; I 
think I’m seeing more acres, and sizeable 
acres at that,” says Verhallen, adding there 
are producers who always plant cover 
crops and who will continue to do so. 
“They’re often the guys that are on the 
light, sandy soils or those who have early 
harvested crops and they know they need 
to do that to maintain their soils.” 

But Verhallen is also driving past fields 

that have never had a cover crop in the past, 
yet were in full green at some point in 2015.

There are other reasons why growers 
gravitate towards cover crops, and 
Verhallen cites 2012, which was a dry year, 
that sparked an increased interest in cov-
ers in part because so many livestock pro-
ducers were short on feed. Last fall there 
were still a lot of cover crops out there, 
most of which had not been taken as feed. 
In some areas, however, covers had been 
plowed down, and that’s not something 
Verhallen likes to see. 

When farmers invariably come asking, 
she responds with several different ques-
tions of her own, because, as most agron-
omists, advisers and dealers will agree, the 
diversity across the farming spectrum is 
too great for pat answers.

Before she can provide a grower with 
more information on cover crops and 
blends, Verhallen needs to know the crop-
ping practices, rotations, soil types, farm 
location, past crops and what’s coming 
after the cover crop. And those are just part 
of the introduction. A grower also has to 
define what he or she is trying to get out of 
a cover crop. Is it to keep the soil covered 
and the soil life active after wheat? Is it part 

Soyguide

More growers are 

exploring more 

blends with specific 

goals in sight

By Ralph Pearce,  

Cg Production editor

Blending scores big 
with cover crops — 
and diversity

Continued on page 40

Above: Phacelia is generating  
more interest among cover crop growers, 

and sourcing has become less of a  
hurdle for new users.
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of an IPM process to improve and main-
tain soil health? Is there a short-term reme-
dial need to break up compaction?

Similar to no till,  
yet different

Whether it’s red clover, an oat-radish 
combination or a diverse blend, the task 
of winning over growers to cover crops is 
similar to selling growers on no-till or 
reduced-till management. Yet it’s also dif-
ferent because some of the drive in work-
ing with cover crops is coming from 
no-tillers or reduced-till growers. 

“They find they need ‘something else’ 
to keep the biology moving along, and no 
till hasn’t quite got their soil to the levels 
they wanted it to reach,” says Verhallen. 
“And then some people have bought in 
on the whole ‘more roots, more diversity, 
more biology’ approach, and seeing that 
that’s an opportunity for them to harvest 
the sun and the carbon and put it back in 
the ground. I really try to sell it as part of 
a system, and that it’s generally not going 
to change things in a year or two.”

Some have told her that they’ve raised 
their soil organic matter by significant 
amounts in a relatively short period of 
time. But Verhallen is quick to remind 
growers that it can take a decade or more 
to raise soil organic matter on heavier soils. 
If a grower is seeing that quick a change, it 

might be due to sampling or testing dis-
crepancies, or badly degraded soils. 

The good news is that they’re growing 
cover crops, which means they’ve made the 
choice to commit to a higher management 
mindset, and getting started is often the 
biggest challenge. Some people have a 
problem with the labour and the time, 
while others resist due to the seed costs or 
availability. And others view it as a risk.

“Overall in the system, it’s going to 
reduce your risk and build a more resil-
ient soil, but on a year-by-year basis, it 
requires more management, and depend-
ing on the year, it may actually increase 
some of your risk,” says Verhallen. “The 
mindset is definitely similar to no till —
it’s labour, time, dollars, ‘bother’ and risk 
— and they have to want to do it. With 
cover crops, you tend to dance in and out 
of it according to the season and as your 
time allows you to do it, but if you want 
to see the benefits from it, it has to be 
incorporated as part of the system.”

it’S maintenance, not magic
One lesson that Verhallen loves to 

share on breaking down barriers with 
cover crops comes from Odette Menard, 
an agricultural engineer and soil specialist 
with the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food in Quebec (MAPAQ). Soils, says 
Menard, are not like a tractor. A grower 
performs maintenance on a tractor —
changes the oil, replaces worn tires — to 

keep it operating efficiently. But that 
maintenance doesn’t improve yields, and 
that is not the case for soil. Cover crops 
are part of a soil maintenance system, he 
says. They’re part of a mindset and a 
whole systems approach.

It’s that same approach that applies to 
diverse blends of cover crops, especially 
with the more complex or with more 
legumes in the mix. With rye, clover, radish 
or oats, supply or pricing usually aren’t an 
issue. It’s with the addition of more 
legumes, like peas or vetch, and some of 
the different clovers that the costs can add 
up quickly. Then there are the mixes that 
include flax, phacelia, sunflower or saf-
flower, which can become expensive and a 
bit more challenging to source. 

Phacelia has grown in its popularity 
recently, says Verhallen, which means it’s 
easier to find, but only if you don’t wait too 
long in a season. Flax is less expensive than 
some might realize, and its smaller seed size 
makes it more cost-effective. The same can 
be said about sunflower, where its larger 
seed size means a little goes a long way.

“it’S a cover crop!”
Blake Vince is one of those growers 

who has adopted the “whole process sys-
tem” approach to cover crops. It was in 
2011, following a meeting with Ohio-
based farmer Dave Brandt and learning 
how he uses oats, radish and peas that 
Vince decided to use cover crops on his 
own farm. He began with canola, wheat, 
radish and some leftover soybean seed, 
just to see how it would perform on his 
fields. At the time, he had different com-
ments concerning what most believed was 
a winter wheat crop, noting it looked 
great in the fall, poor in the spring but a 
lot better as he was preparing to plant his 
corn. His response to each comment was 
the same: “It’s a cover crop.” 

Today, he’s noticed a definite uptick in 
the interest in cover crops, and not just 
simple covers but complex blends. Just as 
Verhallen has fielded different questions, 
Vince has heard different concerns and 
goals voiced.

“Guys are starting to pay attention 
where they’re in a two-crop rotation and 
they’re seeing a yield drag, and they know 
that the economics aren’t there for wheat,” 
says Vince, who farms near Merlin, Ont., 
southwest of Chatham. “Some are starting 
to experiment with inter-seeding cover 
crops with their corn, and I’m starting to 
see guys experiment with fall-planted 

Continued from page 38

Continued on page 42

adding more diverse blends of cover crops means more opportunity to address a 
variety of soil maintenance issues. 
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cereal rye, and those things are starting to 
get a bit of a toe-hold, although they’re a 
long ways from common practice.”

Vince echoes Verhallen’s paralleling of 
diverse blends and cover crops in general 
to no-till management. It’s not done with 
a short-term focus, and it requires a 
mindset which envisions success, not an 
attitude that surrenders when the going 
gets tough.

“We shouldn’t have to worry about 
experimentation with cover crops,” says 
Vince. “With no till, there was a cause-
and-effect associated with it, we needed 
to put the seed in, we needed to make 
sure the seed was going to grow because 
we needed to harvest a crop at the end of 
the year. With cover crops, we should be 
doing it for a multitude of reasons, one 
of which, primarily, is its soil-building 
ability. The benefit is not immediate, and 
unfortunately that’s what happens with 
most acquisitions at the farm — with a 
short-term solution to a problem of 
some description.”

With cover crops, he adds, you’re 
buying into things for a net benefit that 
may not show up for three or five years, 
whether it’s a subtle increase in produc-
tion or as a return on investment in the 
form of an improved quality of products 
that leave the farm and benefit society. 
Vince also uses cover crops to reduce his 
consumption of inputs, whether they’re 
fertilizers — and the legumes in his mix 
will release supplemental nitrogen — or 
cereal rye that has an allelopathic com-
pound to suppress or reduce weeds. 

“But most times, I’m looking at it as a 
long-term capital improvement strategy 
for my farm, much like tile drainage,” 
Vince says. “In today’s agriculture unfor-
tunately, one of the last things a farmer 
has ultimate control over is how he or she 
chooses to manage their soil. Everything 
else is pretty much dictated to them, 
whether that’s the price of inputs or the 
commodity market we play in.”

Not a piece of cake
When asked to describe the “Merlin 

Mix” showcased at the Outdoor Farm 
Show in 2015, Vince emphasizes that it 
isn’t a time-honoured recipe that stays 
the same year after year like a cake at a 
church bake sale. It’s a product of evolu-
tion, he says, a combination to which 
he’ll add or delete a species, simply by 
what he sees working on his farm from 
one year to the next.

In general, Vince works with six 
legumes for the purpose of building 
nitrogen and three or four grasses (corn, 
oats, cereal rye and volunteer winter 
wheat coming from behind the com-
bine). Then he’ll try flax, sunflower, 
phacelia, and those are great for pollina-
tors, along with the black residue they 
leave behind as they decay courtesy of 
solid tap roots. Finally, those plants have 
an aesthetic value, helping in some 
regard to create awareness by drawing 
attention to their growth. 

“It makes people sit up and realize 
that as a farmer, I care about my envi-
ronment,” says Vince. “I’m doing some-
thing proactively not only for my 
betterment, but with the ideal that farm-
ers as a whole are invested in everyone 
else’s well-being.”

He’s even tried fababeans and sunn 
hemp, although the latter doesn’t hold 
much promise since it has to be planted 
before June 21. He’s also worked with 
millets and other grasses that he’s planted 
later in the season.

“I have an Excel spreadsheet and I cre-
ate my own recipe on an annual basis 
based on availability of seed, and that gets 
to be a challenge as the popularity of cover 
crops grows and expands,” says Vince. 
“Some things come and go out of the mix 
because I can’t get my hands on the seed or 
I can’t get as much seed as I want. When 
you think of the seed types and shapes, 

there’s a range of seeds that are large, like 
a fababean, down to a forage kale which is 
the size of the tip of a ballpoint pen or 
phacelia, which is like iron filings. It’s all 
about creating this ratio.”

Where sourcing the various seeds can 
be a challenge, Vince’s spreadsheet helps 
in mapping but also with the economics 
of his particular mixes. The spreadsheet 
function can calculate the cost per 
pound and seeds per pound needed for 
his blends. 

Vince also credits his diverse mixes for 
a return of wildlife to his farm. Bobolinks, 
declared an endangered species in the 
past 10 years, now nest in his grasslands 
and there’s anecdotal evidence that deer 
have been frequenting his cover crops 
(signs of them chewing on radish and 
other plants). 

“I know that through my careful 
reduction of costs and capital expendi-
tures, that’s what’s allowing me to remain 
viable for the long term,” says Vince. “The 
key thing in all of this is to think differ-
ently, and think of it as an opportunity to 
learn and that we don’t need to be so pre-
cise. We can observe changes that occur in 
our soil, and the best tools for that job are 
our legs and a shovel, our eyes and our 
nose. And really, most farmers already 
have the tools to get started, so it doesn’t 
require additional capital assets, they just 
need the aptitude and the attitude to 
implement it.”  SG
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“The mindset is similar to no till — it’s labour,  
time, dollars, ‘bother’ and risk — and they have to 

want to do it.” 
 — Anne Verhallen, OMAFRA

Continued from page 40

one of the many cover crop blends showcased at canada’s outdoor farm Show in 2015. 
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